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Abstract

as different mixtures of some number of topics. Each computed “topic” is an unlabeled probability distribution over
the words in the corpus. However, the question of determining the interpretability of the models – which Blei (2012)
labels as the model checking problem – is among the most
significant open issues facing topic modelers.
One way of addressing the model checking problem is
through interactive visualization supporting rapid experimentation for interpretive hypotheses. LDA visualizations
manage interactions among three entity types: topics, documents, and words. We have developed the Topic Explorer to
navigate topic-document and document-document relations
(Figure 1), with words exposed as elements of the topics.
The Topic Explorer contrasts with earlier approaches.
Termite (Chuang, Manning, and Heer 2012) is a heatmap
for corpus-wide topic-word distributions, without document
interactivity. The topic navigator of Chaney and Blei (2012)
enables document interactivity, but does not show comparative topic distribution among documents. TopicNets (Gretarsson et al. 2012) uses dimensionality reduction on topic
composition to plot documents in a 2D space, but does
not show topic or document composition. LDAvis (Sievert and Shirley 2014) directly addresses the model checking
problem by aiding topic interpretation through a relevance
method for ranking terms within topics for display to the end
user. It expands upon the 2D space of TopicNets, displaying topic-word and topic-topic relationships alongside composition information. In contrast to earlier approaches, the
Topic Explorer allows users to interact with topic-document
and document-document space, while keeping comparative
topic distribution and document composition visible.

Topic models remain a black box both for modelers and for
end users in many respects. From the modelers’ perspective, many decisions must be made which lack clear rationales and whose interactions are unclear – for example, how
many topics the algorithms should find (K), which words to
ignore (aka the “stop list”), and whether it is adequate to
run the modeling process once or multiple times, producing
different results due to the algorithms that approximate the
Bayesian priors. Furthermore, the results of different parameter settings are hard to analyze, summarize, and visualize,
making model comparison difficult. From the end users’ perspective, it is hard to understand why the models perform as
they do, and information-theoretic similarity measures do not
fully align with humanistic interpretation of the topics. We
present the Topic Explorer, which advances the state-of-theart in topic model visualization for document-document and
topic-document relations. It brings topic models to life in a
way that fosters deep understanding of both corpus and models, allowing users to generate interpretive hypotheses and to
suggest further experiments. Such tools are an essential step
toward assessing whether topic modeling is a suitable technique for AI and cognitive modeling applications.
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Introduction

Topic modeling using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA –
Blei, Jordan, and Ng (2003)) represents the current state of
the art for extraction of meaningful data from digitized texts.
LDA topic models are intriguing because they don’t simply
“count words”, but they treat all the documents in a corpus
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Topic Model Checking

Indirect Comparison — By using multiple windows of the
Topic Explorer with different numbers of topics, the similarity space can be compared across different models. For
example, by examining the list of similar documents in the
20 topic model and the 40 topic model (Figure 1), one can
investigate how coarse-graining affects the topic space.
“Junk” Topics — The search for so-called “junk” topics
has been a focus for some topic model explorations (Snyder
et al. 2013). This search is driven by the frequent misrepresentation of topics by their top N words rather than as a distribution of words. While the Topic Explorer also previews
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Topic Explorer showing a 20-topic model (left) and a 40-topic model (right) centered on the Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (SEP) article on Turing Machines. The color bands within each article’s row show the topic
distribution within that article, and the size of each band indicates the weight of that topic in the article. The combined width
of each row indicates the similarity to the focal topic or document, measured by the quantity SIM(doc) = 1 − JSD(doc, f ocal),
where JSD is the Jensen-Shannon distance (Lin 1991) between the word probability distributions of each item. Hovering over
a topic shows the top 10 words in that topic and highlights the distribution of that topic across selected documents. By clicking
a topic, the documents will reorder according to that topic’s weight and topic bars will reorder according to the topic weights
in the highest weighted document. When a topic is selected, clicking “Top Documents for [Topic]” will navigate to a new page
showing the most similar documents to that topic’s word distribution. By normalizing topics, the combined width of each bar
expands so that topic weights per document can be compared. Additionally, users may select among different topic models
using different values for K, the number of topics. Each topic’s label and color are arbitrarily assigned, but are consistent across
articles in the browser for each topic model.

the top N words, it can suggest hypotheses about the deeper
structure of the topic through the topic-document similarity
view. For instance, topics that seem initially uninterpretable
are sometimes diagnostic of a sub-genre or style of writing (Hughes et al. 2012); they may also select for specialized sections of the documents, such as bibliographies; or
highlight digitization errors, such as the inclusion of page
numbers or section headings, or common misspellings introduced by optical character recognition (OCR). The Topic
Explorer can make these salient, rendering one person’s
“junk” another person’s treasure.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we described the Topic Explorer, a new visualization that exposes the topic-document and documentdocument space of LDA topic models. It addresses the
model checking problem – that is, the humanistic interpretation of topics – rather than formal topic model evaluation.
Given that multiple models yield different but interpretable
results, future attempts to exploit LDA for AI or cognitive
modeling purposes would be well advised to consider simultaneously modeling multiple levels of K.
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